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DÉJÀ VU – WILLIAM TELL
The article on Page 67 of the August
2012 Newsletter suggested that
William Tell has been rather underrepresented on Swiss stamps over
the years. Members might be
interested to know that Swiss Post's
2012 Year Book features an
illustration of William Tell and his son
on the cover and also on a very attractive 'exclusive vignette label'
inside (see above) – both designed by Roland Hirter of Bern. To
obtain the vignette you will need to purchase the book (including 48
stamps) at a cost of CHF 66.00. (The Society is grateful to Swiss
Post for allowing it to publish illustrations of their products.) - Editor.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL COMPETITIONS
As usual the Annual Competitions will be judged by members attending the Society's National Meeting.
The Moore Bowl is for Postal History entries. The Helvetia Silver Cup is for any subject other than Postal
History. Competitors attending the National Meeting should simply bring their entry along. Members who
are not attending, but wish to take part, should send a colour photocopy of their entry to reach the
Chairman, David Hope, by Wednesday 10th April 2013. If you are intending to mount a display just for
members to enjoy there is no need to inform anyone in advance. The more the merrier ! The full rules of
the competitions are in the November 2009 edition of the Newsletter Page 86. Further details from David
Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091. Postal address : 17, Hawthorn Drive, Stalybridge, Cheshire, SK15 1UE.
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THE HEINZ KATCHER MEMORIAL DISPLAY 2012: 'HANDSTAMP OR CANCELLATION ?: AN
EXPLANATION OF THE MYSTERIES OF POSTMARKS' (PART THREE)
BOB MEDLAND
Parts One and Two of this article were published in the December 2012 (Pages 94-96) and January
2013 (Page 4) editions of the Newsletter respectively. The text below continues on from Page 96
(December 2012).
(c) Circular Date Stamps (continued)
‘K’ Cancellers. A further period of austerity in design followed a formal instruction in 1914; relief came
with the first ‘Kurortstempel’ (publicity canceller) issued in 1942, after which thousands of attractive
designs have been issued, many still in use today.
(d) Other (Square) Date Cancellers
Some early versions of date cancellers in a straight line or boxed format (AW Groups 89-94) were
issued to post offices in Ticino; these were generally in use in the period 1850-60. Four dated/boxed
cancellers (Group 95) issued to Geneva were used almost exclusively for cancelling postage due
stamps. Fig. 5 below shows a cancel from Ticino.

Fig 5: Pre-stamp official entire from Valle Maggia Court to Bellinzone federal office. Struck with official
Court hand-stamp, Cevio straight-line mark and Locarno date-cancel 21st January 1854 (evening).
In 1878, boxed cancellers ‘Fahrpoststempel’ were issued specifically for non-letter purposes: parcels,
Nachnahme (payment collection), postal cheques, postage due etc. These came in two forms, with
the post office name in one line, AW Group 98 (38 versions) or in two lines, Group 99 (22 versions).
One of the latter was issued to Chiavenna, a Swiss postal agency in northern Italy between 1861 &
1921. Care needs to be taken to avoid confusing these with similar railway cancellers: their rounded
corners are a distinguishing feature.
Finally and very similar to the last groups were temporary or emergency cancellers ‘Aushilfstempel’
issued to post offices for short period of time when their normal cds were being altered or repaired.
Hence, most were in use for just a few days. Temporary cancellers comprised a standard frame and
date reels, to which the name of the temporary user post office would be inserted. Despite over 6,700
versions having been issued, they are much sought-after by collectors. Some examples of oblong
date cancellers are shown below in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Oblong date cancellers. Early / parcels (Groups 98 & 99) / temporary.
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HANDSTAMPS
(a) Pre-stamp rate marks
Before the advent of adhesive stamps and pre-payment of postage, the recovery of postage from the
addressee bore a degree of uncertainty for the postal service; for international mail it was a very
complex affair. Postal treaties with France provided for repayment in respect of postage due for the
initial distance travelled within the canton or country of origin. The rate could be checked by reference
to the acceptance office cds and manuscript or handstamped charge marks on the cover. Prior to
1850, the Swiss cantons used many different currencies, weights and postal rates which complicated
matters even further. Covers to foreign destinations often bore a confusing variety of acceptance,
route, transit and rate marks; further transit marks and arrival marks from the destination country add
to the interest.
The calculation and collection of post-payment depended on the confirmation of the origin and route
taken by the item of mail. These critical pieces of information were shown by a circular date stamp
(cds) of the accepting office (often plus a rate mark in manuscript) and a route mark (sometimes
boxed) at a key point along the journey, usually the transfer office between Swiss and neighbouring
countries' postal administrations.
Prior to the introduction of rate marks (numeral handstamps), the accepting post office marked the
calculated rate on covers in manuscript. With increasing quantities of mail, irregular manuscript marks
showing the amount collectible came to be replaced by official handstamps in a standardised form.
Some of the earliest were of a peculiar form of 'squiggly' numbers that came to be known as
'Schnörkelstempel' marks. Until 1850, French postal-exchange stations marked cross-border mail by
hand to show the value of postage in decimes (tenths of a franc) to be collected from the addressee.
After the 1850 Treaty, it became mandatory for the 12 Swiss postal exchange stations – including
Bern and Neuchâtel as well as towns close to the French border to use handstamps in the same
stylised form for mails from Switzerland to France. In due course these were replaced by a wide
variety of numeral handstamps on unfranked or under-paid mail, both to France and internally. An
example of a cover with 'Schnörkel' rate-marks is shown in Fig. 7 on the next page.
(b) Route marks
These were struck on items of mail to determine which mail coach or train route was to be used. The
distances along fixed routes formed part of the calculation for the amount of postage to be collected –
or pre-paid after the introduction of stamps.
(c) Postage paid marks
In the early years of pre-payment of postage there were several abbreviated hand stamps to confirm
that the correct pre-payment of postage to the place of delivery had been applied. The UPU Congress
of 1875 ratified the use of French as the internationally recognised language for postal purposes.
FRANCO (or Fr.) was usually in manuscript. For busier post offices, handstamps were introduced to
save time: these were used mainly in the 1850s. PP (Port Payé) was an early form of mark,
uncommon on stamps after the Rayons. Around 170 varieties are know, with or without a border. In
the 20th century, PP (usually in a hexagonal frame) was used on bulk-mailing where the franking
would otherwise appear to be insufficient. PD (Payé jusqu'à Destination) cachets were struck on mail
to other countries or where a surcharge was payable such as registered mail. There are many
versions, with or without frame, mostly struck off-stamp on covers. RL (Rayon Limitrophe) was used
on mail where there was a treaty for reduced mail charges within international border zones and used
up to around 1900. Sometimes both PD and RL marks appeared together. Fig. 8 on the next page
shows an example of a FRANCO mark.
This article will be continued in the March edition of the Newsletter.
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Figs. 7: Pre-stamp cover from Chaux-de-Fonds to Avize in France with 'Schnörkel' rate-marks etc.
The information in the annotations are self-explanatory. The content of this item is of passing interest:
it was a letter sent in 1873 from a wine-merchant in La Chaux de Fonds to his supplier in
Champagne, enquiring anxiously for the third time and complaining that he had not received a
consignment that he had paid for. Plus ça change . . . ?

8: 1870 back-stamped route mark and transit marks; Franco struck on Rayon II; Zu Spätaufgegeben.
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CHARLES J. LaBLONDE

Further to the article on the 'Evolution of the Geneva Double Eagle' (HPS Newsletter October 2012 Page
80), Charles LaBlonde has kindly allowed me to republish extracts from the final part of his long series of
articles on 'The Postal History of Geneva' which first appeared in 'The American Philatelist' in 1977 and
in our own newsletter in June 1980 (Page 45). They throw further light on these pioneering attempts to
adopt a truly efficient pre-paid service. (Editor)

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

The actual designer of the Geneva Double Eagle stamps is unknown but is suspected to be Guillaume
Pasteur, the director of the Geneva Post Office at the time. They were printed in black ink on yellowgreen paper in sheets of 50 'doubles' (i.e. each 'double' consisting of two 5c. 'half-stamps'). The total
printing was 1,200 sheets or 60,000 doubles, of which only 6,000 were ever used and only about 600
preserved. The heading over each double stamp indicated 10c. Cantonal postage, the rate for a letter
from one city to another within the Canton. Each 'half-stamp' bore the inscription 'Port Local' or local
postage of 5 centimes (Figs. 1 and 2).
There exists some controversy about the first day of use for the Double Eagle. The Zumstein catalogue
lists it as 1st October 1843, but elementary calendar research shows that day to have been a Sunday.
Fulpius in his writings claims that the real first day was Saturday 30th September 1843. Public Notice 77
of Wednesday 27th September listed 30th September as the day of issue and gave instructions for
purchase and use of the stamp. It was to be sold only at the post office and, as a special favour to
Professor de Candolle, at a paper goods store near his home on the north side of the river.
(n.b. Two of Professor de Candolle's suggestions were not adopted. He had, for example, recommended
that stores all over the town be authorised to sell stamps, thus saving trips to the post office for many
people. This idea was rejected on the basis of the complex postal rate structure existing at that time.
Ordinary shopkeepers could not be expected to keep abreast of all rates and changes. Also rejected was
his proposal for lower postal rates : thus the local rate remained 5 centimes and the Cantonal rate 10
centimes. The unique design of the first stamp provided for both rates.)
The stamps were very slow to gain public acceptance, very few franked letters are known from late
1843. In an effort to induce prepayment, the post office decided on the 6th February 1844, to sell the 10
centimes stamp at 8 centimes, a 20 percent reduction. Unfranked letters still paid the normal rate. This
action caused the sale of stamps to increase somewhat during 1844.
Throughout 1844 postal rates were the subject of continuing discussion. Finally on 11th February 1845 M.
A. Barde, president of the Finance Department, again proposed that the rate for Cantonal letters be
reduced from 10 to 5 centimes. He expected an increased volume of mail to more than compensate for
revenue lost by reducing the rate. The Council adopted his proposal and established uniform letter rates
for the Canton, rates which for the first time took into consideration the weight of a letter. Effective from
1st April 1845 the rates became :
5 centimes for a letter up to 1 ounce
10 centimes for a letter between 1 and 3 ounces
For letters over 3 ounces, 10 centimes for the first 3 ounces and 15 centimes per ounce for the excess.
Thus was the Cantonal Post abolished and the need for the double stamp obviated. It should be noted,
however, that the double stamp was not declared obsolete. Although it was no longer sold by the post
office, private stocks were used, either as halves for the new rate or as doubles for heavier letters, as
late as 1853.
A new stamp was proposed by Postmaster General Pasteur to be similar in design to half of the double
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stamp but a bit larger and bearing the inscription 'Port Cantonal'. The new stamp called the “Small
Eagle” because the wings do not reach the edge of the shield was also printed by the lithographer
Schmid in black on yellow-green paper (Fig. 3). The total printing was 1,200 sheets of 100 stamps or
120,000 stamps. The stamps were laid out very close to each other on the plate, sometimes actually
touching the adjacent stamps. Thus copies of the Small Eagle with four full frame lines are very difficult
to find. It was used from the 1st April 1845 until the end of 1846.
Sometime near the end of 1846, before the supply of Small Eagles was exhausted, the lithographer
made a new plate and printed a new stamp called the “Large Eagle” because the wings touch the frame
of the shield. Official documents regarding the Large Eagle have never been discovered. It has been
estimated that the first printing on yellow-green paper was 100,000 stamps and the second printing on
dark green paper was 50,000 stamps (Fig. 4). A full sheet of the Large Eagle on yellow-green paper may
be seen at the Swiss Philatelic Museum in Bern : it is the only known intact sheet of Cantonal stamps.
First known use of the yellow-green stamps is 6th January 1847. Partial records of the lithographer
indicate that the dark green stamps were delivered to the post office on 22 nd August 1848, and this is
generally regarded as the day of issue for the stamps. All the Cantonal stamps were valid until 30 th
September 1854.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

The postal rate law of 8th June 1849 made new provision for a local delivery to large metropolitan areas
at a reduced rate of 2½ Rappen. Recall that the usual Rayon I rate was 5 Rappen. Since 2½ Rappen
were equal to 4 centimes the Geneva post office asked Schmid to produce a 4 centime stamp for use on
local letters (Fig. 5). The stamp is called the “Vaud 4” for reasons which nobody can explain. It was
printed in sheets of 100, but the total printing is unknown. Earliest known use of the stamp is November
1849 and it was rendered obsolete by the December 1849 currency law which became effective on the
22nd January 1850. Hence its great rarity.
The currency law decreed that 2½ Rappen would henceforth be equal to 5 centimes in Geneva, and this
caused the Vaud 4 to be changed to a Vaud 5 (Fig. 6). The new stamp was printed from the same plate
except that the value figure was changed. Estimated printing of the Vaud 5 is 100,000. It was used from
22nd January 1850 until 30th September 1854, when all the Cantonal issues were declared obsolete.
Although designed for local letters, the Vaud 5 was used on letters for the rest of Switzerland and even
letters to Paris. Hence there exist pairs and blocks of 4, 6 and 8 of this stamp. It is also found on letters
with various Swiss Federal stamps.
The last Geneva stamp, a 5 centime called the “Neuchȃtel” for no apparent reason, is somewhat of a
mystery (Fig. 7). Most writers agree that it was issued because the people of Geneva were not pleased
with the Federal stamps issued in Rappen instead of centimes. Thus, when the supply of the Vaud 5 ran
out, the Geneva post office asked Schmid to design a new local stamp which looked like the 2½ Rappen
Federal stamps (Orta -Post and Poste Locale). Exact printing and date of issue are not known, but the
number issued is estimated at 25,000. Earliest known use is recorded in August 1851.
Bibliography :
Andrex, F.X & Emennegger, Hans - 'Grosses Handbuch der Abstemplungen au Schweizer Marken1843–
1907'.
Bühler, Josua - 'Altschweiz - was nicht im Katalog stent'.
Caldwell, George W. - 'Franco-Swiss Postal Treaties of 1828-1829' Postal History Journal No. 7.
Caldwell, George W. - 'Switzerland : The Rayon Period' – Helvetia News Letter March 1966.
Fulpius, George – 'La Poste à Genève de l'Origine à 1851' (2 vols.).
Hertsch, Max – 'Schweizer Briefmarken'.
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Hunziker, Hans – 'Kanton Genf Kleiner Adler 1843' – SBZ 1/1976.
Mirabaud, Paul and de Reuterskiöld, Alex – 'The Postage Stamps of Switzerland 1843 – 1862'.
von der Weld, Alain – 'Obliterations à Genève Durant la Periode 1843-1852' SBZ 4/1976.
von der Weld, Alain – 'Le Mystere de la Poste à Genève' SBZ 9/1972.
Vuille, Louis - ' Les Bureaux Français d'Echange en Relation Avec la Suisse' SSV/SAV Bulletin June
1967.
Wilson G.D. - 'The Postal Charges to be Paid by the Recipient' Helvetia News Letter Dec. 1973 - Jan.
1974.
Winkler, Jean J. - 'Die erste eidgenossische Postlauf in Genf' SBZ 10/1972.
Winkler, Jean J. - 'Handbuch der Schweizer Vorphilatelie 1695-1830'.
I have no apologies for republishing this article. It acts as a reminder of the great wealth of interesting
and useful material in our Newsletter Archives. When researching material it always pays to have a look
at our Newsletter Index on the Society’s website. The Index has recently been updated to the end of
2012. If any member would like an up-to date pdf version of this index it can be obtained from Fred
Hoadley, our Webmaster, as an email attachment. Hard copies of the Index and articles can be obtained
from our Librarian and all articles up to 2007 can also be accessed through the Society's Newsletter
Archive DVD available on request from Fred at the low price of £6.00 including post/packaging (Editor).
SOCIETY NEWS
The Annual National Meeting – If you are intending to come to the Annual National Meeting on 15th
and 16th April in Worcester now is the time to fill in and send off the booking form (sent to you with the
December Newsletter) to our Honorary Treasurer Norton Wragg. He's waiting to hear from you !
A Society Logo - back in November (Page 91) we asked for suggestions for a Society Logo for the
masthead on the Newsletter. There has been no response so far. If there are any experienced or
budding artists/graphic designers out there please put your thinking caps on and send in your ideas. We
are also waiting for your views on Derek Dawson's proposal for a new schedule of Members' Interests
(Page 90) to encourage more interaction between members. Please let the Editor know how you feel.
Subscriptions – If you haven't already done so, please send your annual subscription to the Treasurer as
soon as possible. The form was forwarded to you with your December Newsletter. Thankyou.
Forthcoming Regional Meetings :
Northern Region - Saturday 2nd February 'Official Mail' – Bob Medland ; 2nd March 'Chairman's
Presentation' – Philip Vaughan ; 6th April AGM and Open Competition. All meetings will take place at
Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.pm. Further details of these and future
meetings from David Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Southern Region - Saturday 23rd February 2013 'Cinderellas' – All Members ; Saturday 8th June
'Disinfection of Mail' – guest speaker V. Denis Vandervelde. The theme of the afternoon session for all
members to participate in to be determined. Saturday 5th October 'The Swiss Postal Coach Service' –
David Hope. All meetings will take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury,
Wiltshire commencing at 10.30.am. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
And finally - Reference Peter Hobb's note on the items he has for sale entitled 'At Last' which appeared
in the December 2012 and January 2013 editions of your newsletter. If any of you are having difficulty
contacting Peter, his telephone number is 01225 31 09 71 (not 01255). My apologies. (Editor)
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EDITOR

For the benefit of those members who do not receive the electronic version of the Newsletter by email
(which usually includes several of the illustrations in colour) we have again included a double-page
(Pages 17/18) available as a hard-copy in full colour. For a change, I have chosen 'Postcards' as the
subject. Many of them were shown by members at the meeting in Salisbury in June 2012. They are:
Page 17 - Top line and Second line left – some of John Millener's collection of humorous cards depicting
army recruits in various compromising situations. Top line left – Police cell card, printed by '10523
Editions Art. Perrochet &David, La Chaux-des-Fonds – Lausanne', unused. Right – no details, unused.
Second line left – sent post-free 2.7.1914. ('Militardienst Kaserne-Zürich). Inscription - Carl Künzli-Tobler,
Zürich. Right – colour wash on a black and white photograph of an army bivouac in the mountains – sent
post-free on 28.12.1914. Printer – Jos Schönenberger.Kunst.U.V....Wil (Canton St. Gallen). Third line –
two early coloured cards depicting a wide range of Swiss stamps, including some Cantonals and
Postage Dues, as a border to (unfortunately, perhaps) black and white photographs. Such stamp
illustrations are known to have been used occasionally as the basis for forgeries. One card has a 1903
cancellation. Printer not identified. Bottom line – some of Eric Lienhard's humorous cards giving
mountains the 'anthropomorphic treatment'. They show the Finsteraarhorn – 'The Evil One', the
Matterhorn – 'Smiles' and Grindelwald – 'Glacial Sociability'. Printed by F. Killinger, Zürich sometime
between 1897 and 1902.
Page 18 - Top line - Promotional/souvenir cards of local festivals in Delémont (now Canton Jura) and the
Moutier area (Canton Jura Bernois) from the early part of the 20th Century. Neville Nelder, the owner of
the cards writes : “I think they are lovely cards with real life in them”. Left – inscription 'Ed. : J. Enard fils,
Delemont', posted 14.7.1909. Centre card depicting a horse has an added bonus of being cancelled by
TPO train No. 2. ; date of posting 24.9.1909, inscription 'Art. Institut Orell Füssli Zürich'. Right –
inscription 'A. Schwarz.' on the picture side, date of postmark 23.7.1914. Second line left – Moutier area
Festival, no printing details, date of posting 5.10.1909. Right – one of a set of six produced for the
Tricentenary in 2012 of Jean-Jacques Rousseau's birth depicting his wide range of interests – in this
case botany and horticulture. Designed by Jean-Marc Humm (La Fonderie) for the Ville de Genève
authority and printed by Atar S.A.). Third Line – third and fourth cards of a set commemorating the
centenary of the reunion of Geneva with the Swiss Confederation on 1st June 1814 – the cards depict the
Swiss troupes being greeted by the Genèvois delegation at Port-Noir. Printer – Atar, Geneva. Bottom line
- two official 'kunstler' souvenir cards from the Swiss National Exhibition held in Bern in 1914. Inscription
on reverse of both cards – 'Alleinvertrieb:Naville & CIE Bern u Genf'. Left – card No. 5, artist A. Tieche.
Right – card No. 1, artist P. Wyss of Bern, producer Kümmerly & Frey of Bern.
HOW ABOUT WRITING AN ARTICLE FOR THE NEWSLETTER ? CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE
COLLECTING INTEREST AND PUT PEN TO PAPER. SHARING KNOWLEDGE WITH OTHER
MEMBERS IS HOW THIS SOCIETY HAS THRIVED OVER SIXTY YEARS. (EDITOR)
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